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And some rin up hill and down dale, 
Knapping the chunky stanes to pieces 
wi’ hammers, Like sae many road 
makers run daft. They say it is to see 
how the warld was made.

Sir Walter Scott, St. Ronan’s Well, 1824
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Klaus’ small Earth models represent the first time that modern seafloor 
mapping has been used to both constrain plate assemblage and to accu-
rately constrain ancient Earth radius back to the early–Jurassic Period.
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Preface

With the hindsight of  over fifty years of  global tectonic data collection 
and processing by numerous researchers, my primary intent in writing 
this book is to utilize this modern global observational data in order to 
investigate what else this data tells us about the formation and subsequent 
geological history of  the Earth. Or, as Zarebski noted, to investigate “new 
ways of  seeing and understanding the physical world”.

Over the past half  century modern global tectonic data has primari-
ly been investigated from a conventional Continental Drift–based Plate 
Tectonic perspective. To an observer it may seem that science has adopt-
ed Continental Drift as a unique and comprehensive mechanism for our 
tectonic understanding of  the Earth and all is settled in the geosciences. 
In reality, at no stage over this time period has the scientific community 
been encouraged, or has seriously deviated from conventional Continen-
tal Drift–based plate theory in order to see what else this modern global 
data may reveal beyond our current Plate Tectonic understanding.

It is emphasized that the research presented here — based exclusively on 
modern global observational data — is a data modelling exercise focused on 
modelling this data independently of  any present or pre–existing theory. It is 
important to note this is not a theory modelling exercise. This critical analy-
sis allows the data to tell its own story and reveals a new tectonic picture of  
the Earth that more closely aligns with global empirical observations. It will 
be systematically shown that the resulting picture overcomes a great num-
ber of  known limitations and problems still facing Plate Tectonics today 
and, in particular, the use of  Continental Drift as the basis of  plate theory.

The research presented here does not directly challenge or discredit 
Plate Tectonics. It does, however, offer new ways of  interpreting and un-
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derstanding the vast amount of  Plate Tectonic observational data now 
available today. A concern raised during this research is that, when Plate 
Tectonics was first introduced during the 1960s, the decision to use Con-
tinental Drift as the basis of  plate theory may have been premature and 
ill–advised. Because of  this decision, scientists have since failed to utilize 
this modern global tectonic data in order to further test or quantify this 
decision.

The work covered in this book represents the results of  an intensive re-
search study by the author, a retired professional geologist and researcher, 
over a period of  twenty five years. Because no one can know for certain 
what has happened to our Earth over the four to five billion years of  its 
existence, it is considered that, in order to understand more about what 
modern global data has to offer, we need to start from the present–day 
Earth and, step by step, reconstruct global data for increasingly older ge-
ological periods, thus working our way back in time. This actualistic–prin-
ciple approach, which emphasizes reliance on observed geology, is already 
the basis for modern understanding of  the geological evolution of  our 
Earth: the present is the key to the past.

This book is structured in three main parts. Part 1 will introduce his-
torical aspects relating to the origins and development of  global tecton-
ics. Focus then shifts to presenting modern geological mapping evidence 
from the continents and oceans which will be displayed on purpose–built 
spherical scale models of  the Earth. This geological mapping is then used 
exclusively to accurately constrain crustal plate assemblages back to the 
early Archaean — the beginning of  geological time — an unprecedented 
outcome. From this spherical modelling study the origins of  not only the 
continents and oceans but also the origins of  the more ancient supercon-
tinents and primitive seas will be discussed at length.

Part 2 extends on these geological modelling studies by introducing 
additional global tectonic observational data from a wide range of  more 
specialized fields of  Earth science. These fields include geology, palaeo-
geography, palaeoclimate, biogeography, palaeomagnetics, natural metal-
lic and fossil–fuel based resources, and space geodetics. The opportunity 
will also be taken to speculate on a proposed causal mechanism for the 
observations raised.

Part 3 introduces even more detailed and specialized geology in order 
to compare and contrast the different viewpoints raised by this new shift 
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in thinking. The implications raised by the modelling study will also be 
used in an attempt to further promote original thought and to create new 
opportunities for on–going research within the sciences.

The approach taken here is considered necessary in order to promote 
increased objectivity in the modelling and interpretation of  all global tec-
tonic observational data. If  conventional Continental Drift–based plate 
theory is truly consistent with the modern data, then there is no problem 
and the data modelling will highlight this. If  it is not, then there exists 
a problem that demands to be taken seriously and in the Earth sciences 
must be fully addressed by the scientific community as a whole.

The data used throughout this book is sourced from well–renowned 
international datasets including the International Global Palaeomagnetic 
Databases of  McElhinny & Lock (1996) and Pisarevsky (2004), the dis-
tributions of  ancient shorelines based on the published data of  Scotese 
(1994) and Smith et al. (1994), and palaeobiogeographic data sourced from 
the Paleobiology Database (PaleoBioDB) (2015). The distribution of  met-
als is sourced from the USGS Mineral Resource Data Set (MRDS) (2015) 
and oil and gas resources sourced from various publications.

The contents of  this book are written in an informative style and are 
designed to appeal to a wide audience — in particular those with an in-
nate exposure to the natural sciences — and to persons with prior expo-
sure and qualifications in the various Earth sciences.

Much of  the first part of  this book is based on geological research orig-
inally carried out as part of  the requirement for the award of  the Doc-
tor of  Philosophy of  Curtin University of  Technology in Perth, Western 
Australia, completed in 2001 with some extracts from my earlier Master 
of  Science award of  Curtin University of  Technology completed in 1995. 
The book is also a completely revised and updated extension of  earlier 
books, including: Terra non Firma Earth, first published in 1995, and On 
the Origin of  Continents and Oceans: A Paradigm Shift in Understanding, first 
published in 2014, along with the introduction of  an extensive range of  
new modern data and modelling studies.
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